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Abstract
Having in mind in this day and age legal translation challenges and limitations, it really is essential
to outline major procedural translation themes that should interest legal translators the most in their
everyday professional encounters; syntactic and stylistic characteristics of legal language, specialized
legal terminology applicable to communication within this discourse, and the cultural foundations of
official “bureaucratic discourse” use in two languages involved in the process of translation, these issues
call for a vigorous debate, if the true nature of legal language use is to be established. To effectively
comprehend the multidimensional pragmatic functions of legal lexis in a given cultural identity, one
has to, for instance, be able to explain the impact of a language spelling convention on the actual
translation moves when the source language wordstock (in this case English) is habitually implemented
into other languages in few spelling variants. This paper’s main aim is to put more light on legal
language translation with a specific focus put on lexical and syntactic characteristics of the English
language legal discourse accommodated to observable segments types of the legal discourse lexicon in
Polish.
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